Lighting

Pacific LED gen4
WT470Z CH (10PCS)
Chain hook
PacificLED gen4 is a highly efficient and reliable LED waterproof luminaire that
offers an excellent quality of light, with a uniform light distribution without visible
striping or color artefacts. The range offers modular construction to enable ease of
upgrade and maintenance. The new optical system provides distortion-free lighting
with improved visual guidance, which makes it ideally suited to general industry,
warehouses and parking areas. The range also offers the option of multiple optics to
ensure an optimized lighting scheme for a wide range of applications.For industrial
applications, PacificLED gen4 offers an open product architecture with toolless
access to the gear tray and an innovative end-cap design with built-in connector for
fast and easy installation. The single-piece mounting clamp ensures no small, loose
components which could affect the primary production process.

Product data
General information

Product data

Suspension accessories

Chain hook

Full product code

871829104121400

Mechanical accessories

-

Order product name

WT470Z CH (10PCS)

Packaging configuration

10 pieces

EAN/UPC - Product

8718291041214

Product family code

WT470Z [ Acc. Pacific LED]

Order code

910925238912

Numerator - Quantity Per Pack

1

Numerator - Packs per outer box

1

Material Nr. (12NC)

910925238912

Net Weight (Piece)

0.350 kg

Light technical
Optical cover/lens type accessory

-

Operating and electrical
Electrical accessories

-

Mechanical and housing
Dimensions (Height x Width x Depth)

Datasheet, 2022, July 23

NaN x NaN x NaN mm

data subject to change
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